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Abstract—In this paper, we tackle the problem of multi-cell
resource scheduling, where the objective is to maximize the
weighted sum-rate through inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC). The blanking method is used to mitigate the inter-cell
interference, where a resource is either used with a predetermined transmit power or not used at all, i.e., blanked. This
problem is known to be strongly NP-hard, which means that
it is not only hard to solve in polynomial time, but it is also
hard to find an approximation algorithm with guaranteed optimality gap. In this work, we identify special scenarios where
a polynomial-time algorithm can be constructed to solve this
problem with theoretical guarantees. In particular, we define a
dominant interference environment, in which for each user the
received power from each interferer is significantly greater than
the aggregate received power from all other weaker interferers.
We show that the originally strongly NP-hard problem can be
tightly relaxed to a linear programming problem in a dominant
interference environment. Consequently, we propose a polynomial
time distributed algorithm that is not only guaranteed to be tight
in a dominant interference environment, but which also computes an upper bound on the optimality gap without additional
computational complexity. The proposed scheme is based on the
primal-decomposition method, where the problem is divided into
a master-problem and multiple subproblems. We solve the masterproblem iteratively using the projected-subgradient method. We
also show that each subproblem has a special network flow
structure. By exploiting this network structure, each subproblem
is solved using the network-based optimization methods, which
significantly reduces the complexity in comparison to the generalpurpose convex or linear optimization methods. In comparison
with baseline schemes, simulation results of the International
Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) scenarios show that the proposed scheme achieves higher gains in aggregate throughput, cell-edge throughput, and outage probability.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

A

GGRESSIVE reuse is inevitable in cellular networks
due to the scarcity of the radio resources. Reuse-1, in
which all radio resources are reused in every sector, is an
example of such an aggressive reuse scheme. While reuse-1
can potentially achieve high aggregate system throughput, it
jeopardizes the throughput experienced by users close to the
cell1 -edge, due to the excessive interference experienced by
these users. Therefore, it is vital for the network to use robust
and efficient interference mitigation techniques.
Conventionally, interference is mitigated by static resource
partitioning and frequency/sector-planning, where close-by
sectors are assigned orthogonal resources (clustering). A common example is reuse-3 (cluster size = 3 sectors) [2, Sec. 2.5],
where adjacent sectors are assigned orthogonal channels, i.e.,
there is no inter-cell interference between adjacent sectors.
Although such techniques can reduce inter-cell interference and
improve cell-edge user throughput, they suffer from two major
drawbacks. First of all, the aggregate network throughput is
significantly reduced since each sector has only a fraction of
the available resources, which is equal to the reciprocal of the
reuse factor. Secondly, conventional frequency/sector-planning
may not be possible in emerging wireless networks where new
multi-tier network elements (such as relays, femto-/pico-basestations, distributed antenna ports) are expected to be installed
without prior planning in self-organizing networks (SON) [3].
To reduce the effect of the first drawback, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) schemes have been proposed. The key
idea in FFR is to assign lower reuse factor for users near the
cell-center and higher reuse factor for users at the cell-edge.
The motivation behind such a scheme is that cell-edge users
are more vulnerable to inter-cell interference than cell-center
users. Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR) [4] and Partial Frequency
Reuse (PFR) [5] are two examples of FFR. A comparative study
between reuse-1, reuse-3, PFR, and SFR is provided in [6], [7].
While FFR schemes recover some of the throughput loss due
to partitioning, they require frequency/sector planning a priori,
which is not desirable in future cellular networks as mentioned
1 The

terms “cell” and “sector” are used interchangeably in this work.
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earlier. As a result, developing efficient dynamic inter-cell
interference coordination (ICIC) schemes is vital to the success
of future cellular networks [3].
One approach to tackle the ICIC problem is to devise adaptive FFR or SFR schemes. In [8], an adaptive FFR scheme is
proposed where each base-station (BS) chooses one of several
reuse modes. A dynamic and centralized2 FFR scheme is
proposed in [9] that outperforms conventional FFR schemes
in terms of the total system throughput. In [10], the authors
propose softer frequency reuse, which is a heuristic algorithm
based on modifying the proportional fair algorithm and the SFR
scheme. In [11], a heuristic algorithm based on adaptive SFR is
proposed for the uplink. In [12], the authors propose gradientbased distributed schemes that create SFR patterns, in an effort
to achieve local maximization of the network utility. To enable
gradient computation, the rate adaptation function that maps
signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) to rate is required
to be differentiable. However, this requirement is not currently
feasible since rate adaption is performed in current cellular
standards by using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)
with a discrete set of modulation and coding schemes [13],
which results in a non-differentiable rate adaptation function.
Another approach to tackle the ICIC problem is to remove
the limitations imposed by the FFR schemes and view the ICIC
problem as a multi-cell scheduling problem. In [14], the authors propose a suboptimal centralized algorithm where a radio
network controller is assumed to be connected to all BSs. The
authors conclude that the problem is NP-hard and they resort to
heuristics that show improvement in the performance. In [15], a
graph-theoretic approach is taken to develop an ICIC scheme
in which information about the interference experienced by
each user terminal (UT) is inferred from the diversity set of
that UT. In [16], a game-theoretic approach is pursued and
an autonomous decentralized algorithm is developed. The proposed algorithm converges to a Nash equilibrium in a simplified
cellular system. Nevertheless, a significant gap is observed
between the proposed algorithm and the globally optimum one,
which is computationally demanding. In [3], a partly distributed
two-level ICIC scheme is proposed where a centralized entity
is required to solve a binary linear optimization problem, which
is generally not solvable in polynomial time.
The focus of this paper is to overcome the drawbacks of the
existing schemes mentioned above by developing a distributed
ICIC scheme, that can work with any AMC scheme, and yet
provide theoretical guarantee. In particular, we tackle the problem of distributed multi-cell resource scheduling, where the
objective is to maximize the weighted sum-rate. The blanking
method is used to mitigate the inter-cell interference, where a
resource is either used with a predetermined transmit power or
not used at all, i.e., blanked, similar to [3]. This problem is
known to be strongly NP-hard, which means that it is not only
hard to solve in polynomial time, but it is also hard to find an

2 In

this paper, an algorithm is categorized as a centralized algorithm if it
requires a centralized entity to coordinate or to perform either partial or full
execution of the algorithm. In contrast, a distributed algorithm is one that can
be executed in each sector with limited message exchange between the sectors,
without the requirement of having a centralized entity.
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approximation algorithm with guaranteed optimality gap [17].
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) We show that the originally strongly NP-hard problem
can be tightly relaxed to a linear programming problem
in a dominant interference environment, in which for
each user the received power from each interferer is
significantly greater than the aggregate received power
from all other weaker interferers.3 The tightness of the
relaxation is shown by proving that the percentage of
optimal relaxed variables that assume binary values is
K̃(M̄−1)
bounded below by (K̃+1)
· 100%, where M̄ is the
M̄+1
average number of UTs per sector and K̃ is the number
of neighboring interferers. Consequently, we devise a
polynomial-time distributed algorithm that is not only
guaranteed to be tight, but which also computes an upper
bound on the optimality gap without additional computational complexity. The proposed algorithm does not
require a central controller and it can be used with any
AMC scheme, including AMC schemes that result in nondifferentiable discrete rate adaption functions.
2) We demonstrate that considered optimization problem for
a dominant interference environment can be transformed
into an equivalent minimum-cost network flow (MCNF)
optimization problem. Thus, we can use network-based
algorithms which have significantly reduced complexity
as compared to the general-purpose convex or linear
optimization algorithms [18, p. 402]. While MCNF optimization tools have been used in the literature to solve
resource allocation problem in single-cell networks, e.g.,
[19] and [20], as far as we know, our work is the first in
literature to use these optimization tools in ICIC, i.e., in
multi-cell resource allocation problems.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider the network model described by the International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced)
evaluation guidelines [21]. Based on these guidelines, the considered network consists of K sectors served by K/3 BSs as
shown in Fig. 1. Each BS is equipped with a tri-sector antenna
to serve a cell-site that consists of 3 sectors. Each BS can
communicate with its neighboring BSs; this is supported in
most cellular network standards, e.g., using the R8 interface
in IEEE 802.16m standard and the X2 interface in LongTerm Evolution (LTE) and LTE-advanced standards. Hexagonal sectors are considered herein according to IMT-Advanced
guidelines; nevertheless, the proposed scheme works also for
arbitrary sector shapes. We focus on the downlink scenario in
this paper. For convenience, the symbols used in this section
and onward are provided in Table I.

3 The definition of a dominant interference environment is illustrated by
the following example. Assume there are four interferers, and let Pr(k) denote the received power from the kth interferer. Assume further that Pr(1) >
Pr(2) > Pr(3) > Pr(4) . Such an environment is called a dominant interference
environment if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: Pr(1) 
Pr(2) + Pr(3) + Pr(4) , Pr(2)  Pr(3) + Pr(4) , and Pr(3)  Pr(4) .
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and from the first-tier interfering sectors. The SINR observed
Δ
Δ
by UT m ∈ M(k) = {1, . . . , M (k) } in sector k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K}
Δ

on RB n ∈ N = {1, . . . , N} is given by [3]
(k,k)

(k)

Γm,n =



K

∑

PC

PC Hm,n

(k̃)
(k,k̃)
1 − In Hm,n + PN

(1)

k̃=1,k̃=k
(k)

Fig. 1. The considered network layout which consists of 19 cell sites and
3 sectors per site.
TABLE I
L IST OF S YMBOLS

where In is a binary variable indicating whether RB n is
(k)
(k)
blanked, i.e., not used, in sector k (In = 1) or not (In = 0), PC
represents the transmitted power per RB and it is assumed to be
the same for all non-blanked RBs, PN represents the thermal
(k,k̃)
noise power per RB, and Hm,n represents the channel gain
from sector k̃ on RB n to UT m served by sector k. Large
scale channel variations (due to distance-dependant attenuation
and shadowing), antenna gains, and multipath fading are all
(k,k̃)
captured in Hm,n . The achievable rate on RB n of UT m in
sector k is given by


(k)
(k)
Rm,n = f Γm,n
bit/sec,
(2)
where f (·) is the AMC rate adaptation function that maps SINR
to rate. The function f (·) is assumed to be nondecreasing with
f (0) = 0, possibly discontinuous, which is the case for all
practical AMC schemes.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Let us consider a generic scheduler implemented in sector
k, without ICIC, such that it maximizes the weighted sum of
the UTs’ rates in sector k. This scheduler is implemented by
solving the following optimization problem for each RB n in
every sub-frame t:
M (k)
 maximize 
(k)
xm,n (t):m∈M(k)

∑ wm (t)xm,n (t)Rm,n (t)
(k)

(k)

(3a)

m=1

M (k)

subject to

(k)

∑ xm,n (t) = 1,
(k)

(3b)

m=1

(k)

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
is used as the multiple access scheme, since it is adopted in most
of the contemporary cellular standards. Among the advantages
offered by OFDMA is its scheduling flexibility, since users
can be scheduled in both time and frequency, which can be
exploited to gain time, frequency, and multi-user diversity. The
time and frequency radio resources are grouped into timefrequency resource blocks (RBs). RB is the smallest radio
resource block that can be scheduled to a UT and it consists of
Ns OFDM symbols in the time dimension and N f sub-carriers
in the frequency dimension. The total number of RBs is denoted
by N. The number of UTs in sector k is denoted by M (k) . Both
the BSs and the UTs are assumed to have single antenna each.
Similar to [3], we assume that each UT estimates and reports
to its serving BS the channel from its serving sector’s antenna

xm,n (t) ∈ {0, 1},

∀ m,

(k)

(3c)

(k)

where wm (t) is the weight of UT m in sector k, {xm,n (t)} are
(k)
the binary decision variables such that xm,n (t) = 1 when RB
(k)
n is assigned to UT m in sector k, and xm,n (t) = 0 otherwise.
Constraint (3b) ensures that each RB is assigned to only one
user in sector k.
The scheduler described above can be used to control the
desired fairness-throughput tradeoff in the long-term average
(k)
rates by updating the weights {wm (t)} in every sub-frame. To
(k)
elaborate, let Rm (t) denote the data rate scheduled to user m in
(k)

N

(k)

(k)

sector k at sub-frame t, i.e., Rm (t) = ∑ xm,n (t)Rm,n (t) and let
n=1

(k)

R̄m (t) denote the average rate of user m in sector k in sub-frame
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t, averaged over a window of tc sub-frames using exponentiallyweighted low-pass filter [22], i.e.,


1 t
1 i−t (k)
(k)
R̄m (t) = ∑ 1 −
Rm (i)
tc i=0
tc


1
1 (k)
(k)
R̄m (t − 1) + Rm (t).
= 1−
(4)
tc
tc
(k)

Moreover, let R̄m denote the long-term (steady-state) av(k)
(k)
erage rate of user m in sector k, i.e., R̄m = lim R̄m (t). A
t→∞
common approach to achieve various tradeoffs between fairness
and aggregate throughput is to maximize a concave utility
(k)
(k)
U(R̄1 , . . . , R̄M(k) ) that incorporates both fairness and aggregate
throughput. It is shown in [23] and [24] that such a maximization can be achieved by solving the instantaneous optimization
(k)
problem (3) in every t with the weights {wm (t)} chosen to
(k)

(k)

be the marginal utility, i.e., wm (t) =

(k)

∂U(R̄1 (t−1),...,R̄ (k) (t−1))
M
(k)
∂R̄m (t−1)

.

Optimality in the long-term average rates is attained for sufficiently large tc and under ergodic channels. A widely used
utility in this context is the α-fair utility defined for α ≥ 0
as [25]
⎧ (k)
(k)

 ⎨ ∑M
α = 1,
m=1 log R̄m ,
(k)
(k)

1−α
(5)
Uα R̄1 , . . . , R̄M(k) =
(k)
(k)
⎩ 1 ∑M
R̄
,
α
=

1.
m
1−α m=1
Based on this choice of utility, the user weights are given by
(k)

(k)

−α

wm (t) = (R̄m (t − 1)) , where various degrees of fairnessthroughput tradeoff can be achieved by varying the fairness
exponent, α [25]. In general, as α increases, the degree of
fairness increases and the total throughput decreases, and vice
versa (cf. [26]). For example, max-SINR scheduler corresponds
to the case where α = 0, proportional-fair scheduler (cf. [27],
[28]) corresponds to the case where α = 1, and max-min
scheduler corresponds to the case where α → ∞. One can
also use the recently proposed utility in [29] that achieves the
optimum tradeoff between total throughput and Jain’s fairness
(k)
(k)
index by setting the user weights as wm (t) = β − R̄m (t − 1),
where β is a non-negative parameter, such that higher β results
in higher total throughput and less fairness, and vice versa
(cf. [29]).
Another approach to vary the degree of fairness-throughput
tradeoff is by imposing a minimum long-term average rate
(k)
(R̄min ), varying R̄min [30], and updating {wm (t)} according to
the algorithm explained in [31]. We investigate both approaches
in this paper.
It can be shown that the solution to (3) is given by
(k)

xm,n (t) =

(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

1,

m = arg maxm wm (t)Rm,n (t),

0,

m = arg maxm wm (t)Rm,n (t).

(6)

To simplify the notation, we drop the sub-frame index (t) in the
rest of the paper.
To improve the performance of the above mentioned scheduler, we seek an ICIC scheme that coordinates the scheduling
in all sectors to maximize the weighted sum of the rates of all

users in the network. The optimization problem for each RB n
to attain this goal can be formulated as
K M (k)

maximize

(k) (k)
{xm,n ,In :
k∈K,m∈M(k) }

∑ ∑ wm xm,n Rm,n
(k)

(7a)

k=1 m=1
M (k)

subject to

(k) (k)

∑ xm,n = 1 − In
(k)

m=1
(k) (k)
xm,n , In

(k)

,

∈ {0, 1},

(k)

∀ k,

(7b)

∀ k, m,

(7c)
(k)

where the binary variables {In } are introduced such that In =
(k)
1 when RB n is blanked in sector k and In = 0 otherwise.
Constraint (7b) ensures that each RB n is assigned to only one
UT in sector k, given that RB n is not blanked in sector k.
The network-wide optimization problem in (7) is difficult
to solve for the following reasons. First of all, this problem
belongs to the class of non-linear binary combinatorial opti(k)
(k)
mization problems (Rm,n is a nonlinear function of In , cf. (1)
and (2)), which are generally difficult to solve in polynomial
time. Indeed, (7) is strongly NP-hard even for the case of a
single user per sector [17].4 This means that not only (7) is
hard to solve in polynomial time, but it is also hard to find
an approximation algorithm with guaranteed optimality gap.
Moreover, the objective function is dependant on the AMC rate
adaptation function that is used. Since AMC rate adaptation
functions are operator dependant, it is desirable to develop
an algorithm that is independent of the chosen AMC rate
adaptation function. Finally, it is desirable to solve (7) in a
distributed manner since most contemporary standards (such as
LTE, LTE-Advanced, IEEE 802.16m) do not support a central
controller. The main contribution of this work is to circumvent
these difficulties and develop an efficient algorithm that obtain
a near-optimal solution of (7). The development of such an
algorithm is explained in the following section.
IV. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
In this section, we show the steps used to develop the
proposed algorithm. We start in Section IV-A by introducing a
bound and argue that this bound is a good metric for optimization, especially for dominant interference environment. Using
the bound, we get a binary non-linear optimization problem and
we transform it into an equivalent binary linear optimization
problem in Section IV-B. Next, we relax the resulted binary
linear optimization problem into a linear optimization problem
in Section IV-C. Then, we devise a distributed algorithm in
Section IV-D by decomposing the problem into a master problem and multiple subproblems using the primal-decomposition
method. To reduce the computational complexity, we show in
Section IV-E that each subproblem is amenable to powerful
network flow optimization methods. We then present a pseudocode of the proposed algorithm in Section IV-F and discuss
4 For instance, consider the special case explained in [17], where all crosschannel gains are either 0 or ∞ and there is one UT per sector; in this case, the
optimum transmission powers are binary, yet it is strongly NP-hard to determine
for each UT whether to transmit with full power or not to transmit at all.
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Section IV-H the advantages of the distributed implementation
of the proposed scheme as compared to a centralized implementation of the same scheme.
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(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

Similarly, we define γ̃m,n and r̃m,n as the SINR and the
additional rate on RB n of UT m in sector k, if only sector
k̃ ∈ K̃(k) blanks RB n, i.e.,
(k,k)

PC Hm,n

(k,k̃)

γ̃m,n =

A. Bound Optimization

(k,k̃)

k,k̂
PC ∑ Hm,n
− PC Hm,n + PN
k̂=k

The SINR expression in (1) can be lower-bounded as



(k,k̃)

(k)
Γm,n

≥

(k)
Γ̃m,n =

K

PC

∑

(k,k̃)
Hm,n −

k̃=1,k̃=k

max

k̃∈K̃(k)

=

k,k
PC Hm,n
(k,k̃)

PC ∑ Hm,n + PN

(k)
, rm,n


=f



(k)

− rm,n .

(10)

, (8)

(k̃)
(k,k̃)
In PC Hm,n + PN

(k)

where K̃(k) is the set of indices of the neighboring sectors of
sector k, which are considered in this work to be the firsttier interfering sectors seen by sector k; e.g., in Fig. 1, K(3) =
{1, 2, 13, 17, 16, 20}.5 The cardinality of K̃(k) is assumed to be
the same for all sectors and it is denoted by K̃, i.e., |K̃(k) | =
K̃, ∀ k. The bound in (8) is obtained by assuming that RB n
is used in all sectors, except at most one sector. When RB n
is blanked in more than one interfering sector, only the most
dominant blanked interferer is considered.6 This bound is exact
if the number of blanked interferers is less or equal to one and
it is tight for small number of blanked interferers. The bound
is also tight for dominant interference environment, where the
received power from each interferer to each user is significantly
greater than the aggregate received power from all other weaker
interferers.
The bound in (8) is a good metric to be used for optimization (maximization) for the following reasons. First of all,
if the bound is increased by Δ, then the exact expression given
by (1) will also increase by at least Δ (proof is given in
Appendix A). Moreover, it is already observed in the literature
that blanking a particular RB in more than two sectors can
degrade the overall system performance (cf. [3]). Finally, and
most importantly, based on this bound, we can develop a
distributed optimization framework that is applicable to a wide
range of schedulers and AMC strategies for dominant interference environments. This framework can be implemented very
efficiently, and can achieve near-optimal performance, as we
will see later.
Using the SINR bound given in (8), we now construct a
(k)
similar bound on the rates, {Rm,n }, given in (2). To do so,
(k)
(k)
we define γm,n and rm,n as the SINR and the corresponding
achievable rate on RB n of UT m in sector k, if all sectors use
RB n, i.e.,
(k)
γm,n

(k,k̃)

r̃m,n = f γ̃m,n

(k,k)
PC Hm,n

,

(k)
γm,n

k̃

where the equivalence between (8) and (11) stems from the fact
(k̃)
that {In } assume binary values.
(k)
Using (9) and (10), a bound on the rates, {Rm,n }, given by (2)
is constructed based on the SINR bound given by (11) as




(k)
(k)
(k)
Rm,n = f Γm,n ≥ f Γ̃m,n



(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
= f max γm,n , maxk̃ In γ̃m,n



(k)
(k̃)
(k)
(k,k̃)
= max rm,n , maxk̃ In rm,n +r̃m,n
(k)

.

(9)

(k̃) (k,k̃)

= rm,n + max In r̃m,n ,
k̃∈K̃(k)

(12)

where the first equality follows from (2), the first inequality and
the second equality follow from (11) and the fact that f (·) is
assumed to be nondecreasing, the third equality follows from
(9), (10), and the fact that f (·) is assumed to be nondecreasing
with f (0) = 0, and the fourth equality follows from the fact that
(k)
rm,n is not a function of k̃.
The physical meaning of the bound in (12) is similar to the
SINR bound in (8)—the rate bound is obtained by assuming
that RB n is used in all sectors, except at most one sector. When
RB n is blanked in more than one interfering sector, only the
most dominant blanked interferer is considered.
By substituting (12) in (7), the optimization problem in (7)
can be tightly approximated for dominant interference environment as


(k) (k)
(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
wm xm,n rm,n + max In r̃m,n

K M (k)

maximize



(k,k̃)

Using the definitions of γm,n and γ̃m,n given in (9) and
(10), respectively, the SINR bound given by (8) can be also
written as


(k)
(k)
(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
Γm,n ≥ Γ̃m,n = max γm,n , max In γ̃m,n ,
(11)

(k) (k)
{xm,n ,In :
k∈K,m∈M(k) }

∑∑

M (k)

k̃=k

subject to

k̃∈K̃(k)

k=1 m=1

∑ xm,n = 1 − In
(k)

(k)

,

(13a)

∀ k,

(13b)

∀ k, m.

(13c)

m=1
5 We assume a wraparound layout so each sector has six first-tier interfering
sectors; e.g., K(25) = {26, 27, 23, 51, 50, 48}.
6 Note that this bound considers the most dominant blanked interferer which
is not necessarily the most dominant interferer when the most dominant
interferer does not blank RB n (i.e., when it is not turned off). This differentiates
(8) from the expression considered in [14], where the most dominant interferer
is considered.

(k)

(k)

xm,n , In ∈ {0, 1},

The optimization problem (13) is a non-linear binary integer
optimization problem, which is in general, difficult to solve.
As an intermediate step to reduce the complexity of solving
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(13), we convert it to an equivalent binary linear optimization
problem in the following section.
B. Transforming (13) Into an Equivalent Binary Linear
Optimization Problem
Our approach to tackle the binary non-linear optimization
problem given by (13) is to first transform it into an equivalent binary linear optimization problem. While binary linear
optimization problems are still not easy to solve in general,
good approximate solutions can be computed efficiently by
relaxing the constraints that restrict the variables to be either
0 or 1, into weaker constraints that restrict the variables to
assume any real value in the interval [0,1]. The challenge is to
construct an equivalent binary linear optimization problem that
has a tight relaxation which means that the solution obtained by
solving the relaxed version is very close to the one obtained by
solving the binary linear optimization problem. This challenge
is addressed in this section.
To convert the binary non-linear optimization problem given
by (13) into an equivalent binary linear optimization problem,
(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
we need to convert the term xm,n max In r̃m,n into a linear
k̃∈K(k)

term. There are two sources of non-linearity in this term: the
point-wise maximum and the multiplication. The non-linear
term can be written as
(k)

(k̃) (k,k̃)

xm,n max In r̃m,n = max
k̃∈K̃(k)

(k,k̃)

∑

(k,k̃) (k,k̃)

ym,n r̃m,n ,

(14)

ym,n ∈C k̃∈K̃(k)

feasible binary solutions; however, with proper choice of these
valid constraints, one can obtain tighter relaxations. Based on
this approach, we construct a set C that is equivalent to C for the
considered binary optimization problem, by adding two valid
constraints:

∑k̃∈K̃(k) ym,n

(k,k̃)

M (k̃) (k,k̃)

∑m=1 ym,n

(k)

≤ xm,n ,
(k̃)

≤ In ,

∀ k, m,

∀ k, k̃.

(16)

Hence, C is given by
C = ym,n : ∑k̃∈K̃(k) ym,n ≤ xm,n , ∀ k, m,
(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

(k)

M (k̃) (k,k̃)

≤ In ,

∑m=1 ym,n

(k̃)

∀ k, k̃,

(k,k̃)

ym,n ∈ {0, 1},

∀ k, k̃, m .

(k,k̃)

(k)

(k,k̃)

(17)

(k̃)

Note that the constraints ym,n ≤ xm,n and ym,n ≤ In , given
originally in (15), are omitted from the definition of C given
in (17) since these constraints define a subset of the first
two constraints given in (17). The equivalence of C and C is
provided in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: The sets C and C given by (15) and (17), respectively, are equivalent.
Proof: See Appendix B.

(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
By replacing the term xm,n max In r̃m,n in (13) with (14) and
k̃

(k,k̃)

where the variables {ym,n : k ∈ K, k̃ ∈ K(k) , m ∈ M(k) , n ∈ N}
are introduced as auxiliary variables that facilitate the conversion of the non-linear term into a linear term and
C=

(k,k̃)
ym,n

:

∑

(k,k̃)
ym,n

≤ 1,

(17), we get the following binary linear optimization problem7 :


(k)
K M

maximize
(k) (k,k̃) (k)
{xm,n ,ym,n ,In :
k∈K,k̃∈K(k) ,m∈M(k) }

∀ k, m,

∑ ∑ wm

(k)

(k) (k)

xm,n rm,n +

k=1 m=1

∑

(k,k̃) (k,k̃)

ym,n r̃m,n

k̃∈K(k)

(18a)

k̃∈K(k)
(k,k̃)

(k)

ym,n ≤ xm,n ,
(k,k̃)

(k̃)

ym,n ≤ In ,
(k,k̃)
ym,n

∈ {0, 1},

M (k)

∀ k, k̃, m,

subject to

(k)

(k)

,

∀ k,

(18b)

∀ k, m,

(18c)

m=1

∀ k, k̃, m,
∀ k, k̃, m .

∑

and (15), we get an equivalent binary linear optimization
problem. Unfortunately, we found experimentally that such
an equivalent optimization problem leads to loose linear relaxation, i.e., it results in solutions that are far from the binary optimal solutions. As a result, we seek tighter equivalent
formulations.
A general approach to get tighter relaxation is by
adding additional constraints that are called valid constraints
[32, p. 585]. These valid constraints do not change the set of

(k,k̃)

(k)

ym,n ≤ xm,n ,

k̃∈K(k)

(15)

To see the equivalence, we note that since all variables
assume binary values, then the point-wise maximum in the originally non-linear term is captured in (14) and the first inequality
in (15). Moreover, the multiplication in the originally non-linear
term is captured in the second and the third inequalities in (15).
(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
By replacing the term xm,n max In r̃m,n in (13a) with (14)
k̃∈K̃(k)

∑ xm,n = 1 − In

M (k)

∑ ym,n

(k,k̃)

(k̃)

≤ In ,

∀ k, k̃,

(18d)

m=1
(k)

(k,k̃)

(k)

xm,n , ym,n , In ∈ {0, 1},

∀ k, k̃, m.

(18e)

We finally remark that many other equivalent binary optimization problems can be formulated, e.g., by replacing the
(k)
(k̃) (k,k̃)
term xm,n max In r̃m,n in (13) with (14) and (15). However,
k̃

different equivalents will have different relaxations. Unlike
many other equivalent formulations, the relaxed version of the
formulation in (18) has the following advantages:
• The optimal solution is provably close to binary as we will
show in Section IV-C.
7 Note that the max operator in the right-hand side of (14) is omitted from the
objective of the optimization problem in (18), since the optimization problem
is already a maximization problem.
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• It can be readily solved in distributed manner using primal
decomposition as we will show in Section IV-D.
• It can be solved efficiently using network flow optimization tools as we will show in Section IV-E.
C. Linear Optimization Relaxation
An upper bound on the optimum value of (18) can be
obtained by solving the relaxed version of (18) which can be
constructed by replacing (18e) with the following constraints
(k)

(k,k̃)

(k)

xm,n , ym,n , In ∈ [0, 1],

∀ k ∈ K, k̃ ∈ K̃(k) , m ∈ M(k) .

(19)

In particular, let pBinary denote the optimal value of (18), let
pRelaxed denote the optimal value of the relaxed version of
(18), and let p̂Relaxed denote the value of the objective function
evaluated at a rounded-solution of the relaxed problem, such
that the rounded solution is a feasible binary solution of (18).
Then, we have the following inequalities
pRelaxed

≥

pBinary

≥

p̂Relaxed ,

we seek in the following section a distributed optimization
method to solve the relaxed version of problem (18).
D. Primal Decomposition
The relaxed version of (18) has a special separable structure.
(k)
In particular, for any set of fixed {In , ∀ k ∈ K}, it can be
separated into K optimization problems, each can be solved
separately in each sector. In this section, we show how this
structure is exploited to develop a distributed algorithm based
on the primal-decomposition method8 [33, pp. 3–5].
(1)
(K)
To exploit the separable structure, let φ(k) (In , . . . , In ) denote the optimal value of the following optimization problem
(1)
(K)
for given {In , . . . , In }:


(k)
M

∑ wm

maximize
(k) (k,k̃)
{xm,n ,ym,n :
m∈M(k) ,k̃∈K̃(k) }

(k)

(k) (k)

xm,n rm,n +

m=1
M (k)

(20)
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(k,k̃) (k,k̃)

ym,n r̃m,n

(22a)

k̃∈K̃(k)

∑ xm,n = 1 − In

subject to

∑

(k)

(k)

,

(22b)

m=1

where the first inequality follows from the fact that the feasible
set of the relaxed version is always a superset of the original
problem and the second equality follows directly from the
optimality of pBinary . We define the optimality gap, ΔOpt , in
percentage as


ΔOpt = pBinary − p̂Relaxed /pBinary · 100%
≤ (pRelaxed − p̂Relaxed ) /pRelaxed · 100%,

(21)

where the inequality follows from (20). Thus, one can compute
an estimate on the optimality gap in polynomial time by solving
a linear optimization problem. As we will show in Section IV-A
through extensive simulations, by solving the relaxed problem
and rounding the solution to the closest binary feasible solution,
one can obtain a solution to (18) that is near-optimal, i.e., with
small ΔOpt .
An important objective measure of the tightness of a relaxation is the percentage of optimal relaxed variables that assume
binary values. For instance, the optimality gap goes to zero as
this percentage goes to 100%. We now provide a closed-form
theoretical guarantee on the this percentage. This theoretical
guarantee is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: The percentage of optimal variables of the
relaxed version of (18) that assume binary values is greater than
K̃(M̄−1)
· 100%, where M̄ is the average number of
or equal to (K̃+1)
M̄+1
UTs per sector and K̃ is the number of neighboring interferers.
Proof: See Appendix C.

For example, if M (k) = 20, ∀ k, and K̃ = 6, then using
Proposition 1 we can deduce that the percentage of optimal
variables of the relaxed version of (18) that assume binary
values is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to 80.8%.
However, solving the relaxed problem would require a central controller to be connected to all the BSs to solve a large
linear optimization problem. Such a central controller is not
supported in most contemporary cellular network standards,
such as LTE, LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16m. Consequently,

∑

(k,k̃)

(k)

ym,n ≤ xm,n ,

k̃∈K̃(k)
M (k)
(k,k̃)
(k̃)
ym,n ≤ In ,
m=1
(k) (k,k̃)
xm,n , ym,n , ∈ [0, 1],

∑

∀ m,

(22c)

∀ k̃,

(22d)

∀ m, k̃.

(22e)

For reasons that will become apparent, we call (22) subproblem
k. Using (22), the relaxed version of (18) is equivalent to
K

maximize
(k)

In ,k∈K

subject to

∑ φ(k)



(1)

(K)



In , . . . , In

k=1
(k)
In ∈ [0, 1],

∀ k ∈ K.

(23a)
(23b)

We call (23) the master problem. Therefore, the relaxed version
of (18) has been decomposed into a master problem, given by
(23), and K subproblems, each is given by (22) and can be
solved separately in each sector.
The master problem given in (23) is a convex optimization
problem with a concave objective function of the variables
(1)
(K)
{In , . . . , In } and a convex constraint set, since the relaxed
version of (18) is a linear (thus convex) optimization problem (cf. [33, p. 2]). Since the objective is not necessarily
differentiable, the projected-subgradient method can be used
to solve this problem iteratively [34, p. 16]. In each iteration,
(1)
K subproblems are solved in each sector to evaluate φ(k) (In ,
(K)
(1)
(K)
. . . , In ), ∀ k ∈ K, and subgradients [Λn , . . . , Λn ] ∈
(1)
(K)
∂ ∑Kk=1 φ(k) (In , . . . , In ), where ∂ f (x) is the subdifferential
of f (·) evaluated at x. To explain how the subgradients
(1)
(K)
(k)
[Λn , . . . , Λn ] are obtained, let gn ( f (x)) denote the kth
8 Primal-decomposition is considered in this paper instead of dualdecomposition since the structure is readily separable in the primal domain.
Moreover, since the objective function is not strictly concave, recovering the
optimal primal variables from optimal dual variables can be challenging for
dual-decomposition method [33, p. 4].
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element of a subgradient of the function f (·) evaluated at x for
RB n. Using the definition of a subgradient (cf. [35, p. 1]), it is
(k)
not difficult to see that gn is closed under addition, and thus,



K
(k)
(k)
(1)
(K)
Λn = gn ∑k=1 φ(k) In , . . . , In



K
(k)
(1)
(K)
= ∑k=1 gn φ(k) In , . . . , In
.
(24)
(k)

(1)

(K)

As shown in [33, p. 5], gn (φ(k) (In , . . . , In )) can be obtained
from an optimum Lagrange multiplier (dual variable) that
(K)
corresponds to the constraint where In appears in its right(k)
hand-side. Consequently, Λn can be explicitly written as
(k)

Λn

(k)

:= −λn

+

∑

(k̃,k)

λn

,

(25)

k̃∈K(k)
(k)

where λn is an optimum Lagrange multiplier correspond(k,k̃)
, k̃ ∈ K(k) , are optimum
ing to constraint (22b) and λn
Lagrange multipliers corresponding to constraints (22d).
(k)
For each sector k to calculate Λn , it requires the knowledge
(k)
of λn , which can be obtained locally by solving (22), and
(k̃,k)
, k̃ ∈ K(k) , which can be exchanged from the neighboring
λn
(k,k̃)
for all k̃
sectors. In other words, each sector k sends λn
sectors that are in the neighborhood of sector k, for all n. The
master algorithm then updates its variables as
(k)

(k)

(k)

In := In + δΛn ,

∀ k ∈ K,

choose δ to be square summable but not summable by setting
δ = c/p, where c > 0 is a constant and p is the iteration index.
This choice of δ guarantees convergence to the optimal solution
as Niter → ∞ [34, p. 6]. However, in practice the algorithm must
terminate after a finite number of iterations which raises the
following question: How different is the value obtained using
finite iterations as compared to the true optimum obtained by
solving (18)? We address this question in Section VI and show
that few iterations are sufficient to achieve near-optimality.
The choice of the step-size, δ, also affects the rate of message
exchange (overhead) indirectly, at it affects Niter that is needed
to achieve a particular optimality gap. Since finding an explicit
relationship between Niter and the step-size δ for subgradient
algorithms is still an open research problem, tuning the stepsize δ is performed empirically by choosing the constant c
to reduce Niter and thus reduce the rate of message exchange.
Through extensive simulations, we found that a good choice of
the parameter c is mainly dependant on the choice of the desired
utility. Thus, for a given utility, the parameter c can be tuned offline only once before executing the algorithm. The relationship
between Niter and the rate of message exchange required for the
proposed algorithm will be discussed in Section IV-G.
Clearly, the proposed algorithm relies heavily on solving the
subproblem given by (22). Hence, it is imperative to solve (22)
as efficiently as possible. Interestingly, the subproblem given by
(22) has a special network flow structure which can be exploited
to devise efficient algorithms to solve it, as explained in the
following section.

(26)

where δ is the step-size which can be chosen using any of the
(k)
standard methods given in [34, pp. 3–4]. Then, each In is
projected into the feasible set of [0,1] as follows
⎧
(k)
⎪
In ≤ 0,
⎨ 0,
(k)
(k)
(27)
In := In , 0 < In(k) < 1,
⎪
⎩
(k)
1,
In ≥ 1.
Using (25)–(27), each sector k can compute the variables
(k)
{In , ∀ n ∈ N} in a distributed manner without the need for
(k)
a centralized entity. Then, each sector k exchanges In with
its neighbors and the process is repeated for Niter iterations.
(k)
After that, each In is rounded to the nearest binary value
(k)
(k)
which is denoted by In . Once {In } are determined, local
(k)
scheduling decision variables {xm,n } can be determined in each
(k)
sector k separately as follows. For every m ∈ M(k) , n ∈ N, Rm,n
(k)
is calculated using (1), (2), and In . To ensure feasibility of
the resulting solution to problem (18), the scheduling decision
variables are calculated as
⎧
(k)
(k)
⎨ 1, m = arg max w(k)
= 0,
m Rm,n and In
(k)
m
(28)
xm,n =
(k)
(k)
(k)
⎩ 0, m = arg max wm Rm,n or In = 1.
m

Since the master problem is a convex optimization problem,
the subgradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the
optimum solution of the relaxed version of problem (18) as
Niter → ∞ if δ is chosen properly [34, p. 6]. In this paper, we

E. Transforming (22) Into an Equivalent MCNF Problem
The optimization problem (22) is a linear optimization problem which can be solved using generic simplex or interior-point
methods. Nevertheless, we show in this section that (22) has a
special network structure which makes it amenable to powerful
network flow optimization methods that surpass conventional
simplex and interior-point methods. In particular, we show that
(22) can be converted into an equivalent MCNF optimization
problem.
An MCNF optimization problem is defined as finding a least
cost way of sending certain amount of flow over a network that
is specified by a directed graph of v vertices and e edges. Such a
problem has e variables, which represent the amount of flow on
each arc, and v linear equality constraints, which represent the
mass-balance in each vertex, such that every variable appears
in exactly two constraints: one with a coefficient of +1 and
one with a coefficient of −1 [18, p. 5]. In addition to the massbalance constraints, constraints on the lower and upper bounds
on the amount of flow on each arch are also specified. The
objective function is a weighted sum of the flows in each arc,
where the weight is the cost per unit flow on that arc. Thanks to
the network structure of these problems, efficient combinatorial
algorithms exist to solve such problems in strongly polynomial time, much faster than generic linear optimization solvers
[18, Ch. 10]. For example, the enhanced capacity scaling algorithm can solve an MCNF problem with v vertices and e edges
in O(e log v(e + v log v)) [18, p. 395].
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Although the problem in its original form given in (22) is
not an MCNF optimization problem, it can be transformed into
an equivalent MCNF optimization problem as follows. If we
multiply both sides of constraint (22d) with −1, we obtain a
linear optimization problem with the following properties. Each
variable appears in at most one constraint with a coefficient
of +1 and at most one constraint with a coefficient of −1.
According to Theorem 9.9 in [18, p. 315], a linear optimization problem with such a structure can be transformed into
an equivalent MCNF optimization problem. To perform such
transformation, we introduce the slack variables {sm ≥ 0, ∀ m ∈
M(k) } and surplus variables {s̃(k̃) ≥ 0, ∀ k̃ ∈ K̃(k) } to convert
the inequality constraints (22c) and (22d), respectively, into
equality constraints. To obtain the mass-balance constraints, we
also introduce a redundant constraint by summing constraints
(29b)–(29d). In addition, we convert the maximization into
minimization by negating the objective function. Incorporating
these transformations into (22), we get the following MCNF
optimization problem:


(k)
minimize
(k) (k,k̃)
{xm,n ,ym,n ,sm ,s̃(k̃) :
m∈M(k) ,k̃∈K̃(k) }

−

M

∑

(k)
wm

(k) (k)
xm,n rm,n +

m=1
M (k)

(29a)

(k)

(k)

,

(29b)

m=1

∑

(k,k̃)

(k)

ym,n − xm,n + sm = 0,

∀ m,

(29c)

k̃∈K(k)

−

M (k)

∑ ym,n

(k,k̃)

(k̃)

− s̃(k̃) = −In ,

∀ k̃,

(29d)

m=1

−

M (k)

∑ sm + ∑

m=1

(k)

s̃(k̃) = −1 + In +

k̃∈K(k)

∑

(k,k̃)

xm,n , ym,n , sm , s̃(k̃) ∈ [0, 1],

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

(k)

(k)

(k)

Subgradient step: In := In + δΛn
(k)
Projection: Project In into the feasible set (27).
(k)
(k)
Exchange In : Send In to sectors k̃ ∈ K̃(k) ,
∀ n ∈ N.
end for
(k)
(k)
Round the solution: In := In + 0.5 , ∀ n ∈ N.
Local scheduling decisions:
(k)
(k,k̃)
(k)
Obtain Rm,n by substituting Hm,n and In
in (1)
and (2), ∀ m ∈ M(k) , n ∈ N.
(k)
(k)
(k)
Obtain xm,n by substituting wm and Rm,n in (28),
(k)
∀ m ∈ M , n ∈ N.

k̃∈K(k)

∀ m, k̃.

To see that (29) is indeed an MCNF optimization problem, we
note that the objective function is linear and the equality constraints (29b)–(29e) represent mass-balance constraints because
each variable appears in two constraints: one with a coefficient
of +1 and one with a coefficient of −1 [18, p. 5].
F. Pseudocode
A pseudocode of the proposed algorithm to be executed in
every sector k is given below.
Algorithm 1 Proposed ICIC algorithm to be executed in
every sector k
(k)

The proposed algorithm, whose pseudocode is given in
Algorithm 1, has the following intuitive interpretation. Each
sector k estimates the benefit of shutting its own power on
(k̃,k)
and the benefit of
RB n to neighboring sectors by ∑k̃∈K̃(k) λn
(k)
using RB n in sector k by λn ; if the former is more (less) than
the latter, then sector k increases (decreases) its soft decision
(k)
on In proportionally to the difference of these benefits, and
possibly set it to 1 (0).

(k̃)

(29f)

(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

λn
, ∀ k̃ ∈ K̃(k) , n ∈ N, by solving the MCNF
optimization problem (29), ∀ n ∈ N.
(k,k̃)
to sectors k̃ ∈
Exchange subgradients: Send λn
(k)
K̃ , ∀ n ∈ N.
(k)
Update In , ∀ n ∈ N:
(k)
(k)
(k̃,k)
Λn := −λn + ∑k̃∈K̃(k) λn
.

In ,
(29e)

(k)

3: for p = 1 to Niter do
(k) (k,k̃)
(k)
4:
Solve a subproblem: Obtain xm,n , ym,n , λn , and

k̃∈K(k)

∑ xm,n = 1 − In

subject to

∑

(k,k̃) (k,k̃)
ym,n r̃m,n
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Input: Hm,n and wm , ∀ k̃ ∈ K̃(k) , m ∈ M(k) , n ∈ N
(k) (k)
Output: xm,n , In , ∀ m ∈ M(k) , n ∈ N
(k)
1: Initialize In , ∀ n ∈ N
(k)
(k,k̃)
2: Preprocessing: Obtain rm,n and r̃m,n using (9) and
(k)
(k)
(10), ∀ k̃ ∈ K̃ , m ∈ M , n ∈ N.

G. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm
In the following, we show that the worst-case time complexity of the proposed algorithm implemented in each sector k is
polynomial. We start by analyzing the complexity of solving
the MCNF problem given by (29). A graph that is equivalent
to (29) is represented by 2 + K̃ + M (k) vertices, which is equal
to the number of mass-balance constrains, and (K̃ + 2)M (k) + K̃
arcs, which is equal to the number of variables. Thus, for fixed
K̃, (29) can be solved using the enhanced capacity scaling
algorithm in O((M (k) log M (k) )2 ) [18, p. 395]. Since (29) is
solved for each RB in Niter iterations, then the complexity of
2
the proposed algorithm is O(Niter N(M (k) log M (k) ) ). Since Niter
is a fixed constant, the complexity of the algorithm in sector k
2
as a function of M (k) and N is O(N(M (k) log M (k) ) ).
To reduce the information exchange between sectors, low
complexity variants of the proposed algorithm can be implemented. One such implementation is to execute the algorithm
every ρ sub-frames. Each sector has time to implement the
(k)
algorithm and calculate the {In } values during ρ sub-frames
and send it to other BSs. The design parameter ρ can be adjusted
to suit the practical limitations.
We now quantify the rate of message exchange required
between sector k and the neighboring K̃ sectors, to execute the
proposed algorithm. For each iteration required by the proposed
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algorithm, each sector sends to each neighboring sector N
subgradients values and N I values. Thus, assuming Lq bits is
used to quantize the subgradients and I values, then it is not
difficult to see that the rate of message exchange in bit/sec is
given by
Rdistributed exchange =

2Niter K̃NLq
bit/sec
ρ × 1 ms

(30)

where the proposed algorithm is executed every ρ sub-frames,
each spans 1 ms.
We remark that the number of iterations required for the
algorithm to converge is a constant parameter, Niter , that can
be configured to obtain the desired tradeoff between complexity
and the optimality gap, where increasing Niter can potentially reduces the optimality gap at the expense of higher computational
complexity and signalling overhead, as we will demonstrate in
Section IV-A.
H. Advantages of Distributed Implementation
We conclude this section by highlighting three main advantages of the proposed distributed scheme as compared to
centralized implementation of the same scheme:
I. It does not require a centralized entity to collect the
channel information from all UTs in the network and
make network-wide scheduling decisions. This particular
advantage makes the proposed algorithm applicable to
current and emerging standards such as LTE and LTEadvanced, where a centralized entity is not supported.
II. The proposed algorithm can potentially reduce the message exchange as compared to a centralized implementation. To elaborate, we start by quantifying the rate of
message exchange required for centralized implementation between each sector k and a centralized entity and
then compare it with the rate of message exchange for the
distributed scheme given in (30). Since each sector k is
required to send to the centralized entity N × M (k) (K̃ +
1) channel coefficients and assuming Lq bits is used to
quantize the channel coefficients, then it is not difficult
to see that the rate of message exchange for a centralized
implementation in bit/sec is given by
Rcentralized exchange =

N × M (k) (K̃ + 1)Lq
bit/sec.
ρ × 1 ms

(31)

Using (30) and (31), the ratio of the rate of message
exchange required by the centralized scheme to the rate
of message exchange by the proposed scheme is given by
Rcentralized exchange
M (k) (K̃ + 1)
=
.
Rdistributed exchange
2(K̃)Niter

(32)

Thus, as long as Niter < 12 M (k) (1 + K̃1 ), then the proposed
distributed implementation requires lower rate of message exchange than the centralized implementation. For
instance, if M (k) = 20 UTs, K̃ = 6 interferers, and Niter = 5,

then, the proposed scheme requires 2.33 times lower rate
of message exchange than the centralized implementation.
III. The amount of computations that is needed to be performed in a centralized entity will scale at least linearly
with the number of sectors, K. Thus, scaling the network
would require to scale also the computational capabilities
of the centralized entity. However, this is not an issue for
the proposed distributed implementation since the computations required are distributed among the K sectors and
the computations needed by each sector is independent of
the number of sectors in the network.
V. S IMULATION S ETUP AND PARAMETERS
The simulation parameters are based on the IMT-Advanced
Urban macro-cell (UMa) scenario [21] which are provided in
Table II. Based on the IMT-Advanced guidelines, a hexagonal
layout with wrapround is considered with 57 hexagonal sectors
and 10 UTs per sector. These sectors are served by 19 BSs,
each with a tri-sector antenna to serve a 3-sector cell-site.
Monte Carlo simulations are carried over 1000 sub-frames and
averaged over 10 independent drops. In each drop, the average
received power from all sectors are calculated for each UT; this
involves the calculation of the pathloss, correlated shadowing,
and antenna gains. Variations of the received signal power
due to small-scale fading within each RB is negligible and
thus, the channels are assumed fixed over each RB. For other
RBs, the channels assume different values depending on the
time-frequency correlation of the IMT-Advanced model for the
UMa scenario [36]. We use the AMC strategy given in Table III
[37]. Channel-aware scheduling and ICIC are done afterwards,
on a sub-frame by sub-frame basis. After scheduling the last
sub-frame, the time-average throughput for each user is calculated. Then, another drop commences and the process repeats.
Finally, time-averaged users throughput from all drops are
saved for further processing and plotting. Further details of the
simulation procedure are given in [21, Sec. 7]. The simulator is
validated with the UMa simulation results provided in [38].
A. Importance of Accurate Simulation
Although explaining how to do accurate simulations is not
the main purpose of this paper, we nevertheless highlight an
aspect in the simulation that has important effect on assessing
the performance of ICIC schemes. In particular, we demonstrate
that the way UTs are associated to sectors has a significant
impact on the simulation results. In the following, we
explain three association strategies, namely, wideband SINRbased, wideband SINR-based (excluding shadowing), and
geographical-based association. Wideband SINR is defined as
the ratio of the average power received from the serving sector
to the sum of the average power received from all other sectors
and the noise power at the UT (i.e., small scale fading is
not included in the calculation of the wideband SINR). In
wideband SINR-based association, each UT is associated with
the antenna sector to which it has the highest wideband SINR.
This association strategy resembles reality, provides the most
favorable results, and it is widely used by evaluation groups. A
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TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS BASED ON IMT-A DVANCED UMa S CENARIO

Fig. 2. CDF of the wideband SINR for different association strategies. Reference results (WINNER+) refers to the average CDF results produced by seven
WINNER+ partners [38].

TABLE III
AMC TABLE W HICH IS U SED TO D ETERMINE THE ACHIEVABLE DATA
R ATE ON E ACH RB FOR E ACH U SER BASED ON THE SINR. T HIS
TABLE IS BASED ON THE AMC S TRATEGY G IVEN IN [37]

consequence of this strategy is that the coverage region of each
sector is not hexagonal and it changes from drop to drop due
to the different shadowing realizations. Another consequence is
that a UT may not be associated to the closest sector antenna
as it may experience heavy shadowing to that sector antenna.
A more convenient way of doing simulation is to exclude
shadowing in the calculation of the wideband SINR which leads
to fixed coverage regions for each sector in all drops. Due to
the directional antenna patterns, the coverage regions of each
sector is not hexagonal. In geographical-based association, a
UT is associated to a particular sector antenna if it resides inside
the hexagonal area of that sector. In this strategy, the coverage
region of each sector is hexagonal.
In Fig. 2, we plot the CDF of the wideband SINR using the
three association strategies for reuse-1. For validation purposes,
we also include the average CDF results produced by seven
WINNER+ partners using different simulation tools for UMa
scenario [38]. It is clear from the figure that wideband SINRbased association strategy produces a CDF that agree very well

with the calibrated results; however, the other two association
strategies produce a heavy tail which would impact the throughput of the users at the cell edge. The heavy tail is a direct
consequence of associating UTs to sectors in a suboptimal
manner. As a result, these two association strategies may not be
suitable for assessing the performance of ICIC schemes as they
tend to exaggerate the gains achieved for UTs at the cell-edge.
This is the case because the cell-edge user throughput for
reuse-1 for these two association strategies is very low. This
makes any improvement in cell-edge user throughput to be large
as compared to the very low values of reuse-1. Consequently,
we use wideband SINR-based association strategy to assess the
performance of ICIC schemes.
We conclude this section by highlighting the main motivations for performing SINR validation in system simulations:
1) System simulators are complex in nature which make
them error-prone. As a result, careful verification of the
simulation results is imperative.
2) Validation of the simulation makes it easy for other
researchers to compare the performance of our schemes
with other schemes in a widely-accepted scenario such as
the UMa scenario specified by IMT-advanced.
3) As we observed in Fig. 2, the gains of ICIC schemes may
be exaggerated if the simulation assumptions, such as
the UT-BS association strategy, does not resemble reality.
Validation of the SINR distribution is a good way to
verify the validity of the simulation assumptions.
B. Baseline Schemes
In this paper, the followings are used as baseline schemes:
reuse-1, reuse-3, PFR [5], dynamic FFR [9], and optimum FFR
[39]. While reuse-1, reuse-3, and PFR are static schemes, dynamic and optimum FFR are implemented as dynamic schemes.
In PFR, RBs are divided such as 30 RBs (inner band) are used
in all sectors (reuse-1) while 20 RBs (outer band) are shared
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among sites in a classical reuse-3 pattern. More details about
this algorithm can be found in [5].
While dynamic FFR and optimum FFR were designed to
maximize the sum-rate, they can be easily modified to accommodate maximizing weighted sum-rates, and they work with
differentiable and non-differentiable AMC functions, which
make them good baseline schemes to be compared with the
proposed scheme. For fair comparison, we convert the constraint on instantaneous minimum rate (used in dynamic and
optimum FFR) to a constraint on average minimum rate, which
can be implemented by updating the weights in every sub-frame
according to the procedure given in [31]. We finally remark that
both dynamic FFR and optimum FFR are centralized schemes.
In dynamic FFR, a centralized controller is used to determine
which RBs belong to inner band (in reuse-1 pattern) and which
RBs belong to outer bands (in reuse-3 pattern). The decision is
made to maximize the total utility, assuming each RB is used
by all the users in the region where this RB can be used, and
summed for all the sectors. This assumption is critical to the development of the algorithm. Then, scheduling is done locally by
each BS. More details about this algorithm can be found in [9].
In optimum FFR, the number of RBs used in inner and outer
bands, and the reuse factor of the outer band are determined
optimally using a centralized controller, without considering
channel fading. Without channel fading, all RBs seen by a
particular user have the same SINR. This makes the optimization problem tractable. However, if channel fading is
considered, then the computational complexity for optimum
FFR is exponential. More details about this algorithm can be
found in [39].
It is common for FFR schemes (e.g., PFR and optimum
FFR) to divide users into two classes: inner (cell-center) users
and outer (cell-edge) users, based on SINR or distance from
BS. Inner users are restricted to use inner band while outer
users are restricted to use outer band. We found such restriction
degrades the performance of FFR and as such, this restriction is
removed to realize the full potential of FFR schemes. This restriction is already removed from dynamic FFR [9] for the same
reason.
VI. S IMULATION AND A NALYTICAL R ESULTS
A. Optimality Gaps
To develop an efficient algorithm to solve the difficult optimization problem given by (13) in a distributed manner, two
sources of sub-optimality were introduced, namely, relaxing the
integer constraints and solving the master optimization problem
in finite iterations. To understand the effect of these sources of
sub-optimality, we present in Fig. 3 the mean optimality gap
(21), the 5th percentile, and 95th percentile of the distribution
of the optimality gap obtained from simulating 22 000 instances
of optimization problems for different numbers of UTs and
four IMT-Advanced scenarios, namely, UMa, Urban microcell (UMi), Rural macro-cell (RMa), and Suburban macro-cell
(SMa) scenarios [1]. In the first sub-frame, a random initial
point is used. In the subsequent sub-frames, the optimal solution of the previous frame is used as an initial point. As it can
be seen from this figure, the proposed algorithm converges fast

Fig. 3.

Optimality gap (%) as a function of the number of iterations.

TABLE IV
M EAN AND S TANDARD D EVIATION OF THE O PTIMALITY G AP (%)
C OMPARED TO THE O PTIMAL VALUE OF THE O RIGINAL P ROBLEM (7)

to low optimality gaps; in particular, executing the algorithm in
5 iterations provided less than 1.5% mean optimality gap. As a
result, the number of iterations, Niter , is chosen to be Niter = 5
throughout the paper.
Fig. 3 illustrates that our algorithm can solve the bound
optimization problem (13), which is suitable in dominant interference environment, in a near-optimum manner, as expected
from Proposition 1. A natural question to ask is how different is
the optimal value obtained by solving the bound optimization as
compared to the optimal value obtained by solving the original
strongly NP-hard problem (7) using exhaustive search? Due to
the exponential computational complexity of exhaustive search,
simulating a system of 57 sectors is not feasible. As a result,
we only show the optimality gap for a system of 12 sectors in
Table IV, for proportional-fair scheduling, i.e., α = 1. As we
can see, the proposed scheme can achieve, on average, about
96% of the optimum value achieved using exhaustive search,
if it is executed once (5 iterations). One can also reduce the
optimality gap further by executing the algorithm more than
(k)
once. That is, after finding the optimum {In } in one run, the
(k̃,k)

(k)

algorithm sets Hm,n = 0, ∀ m, n, k, k̃|In = 1, and executes the
algorithm again. In this case, one can achieve about 97.6% of
the optimum value achieved using exhaustive search, i.e., an incremental gain, at the expense of more computational complexity. This suggests that the bound optimization is indeed a good
method to achieve near-optimality and shows that most of the
gain is already captured by executing the algorithm only once.
B. Comparing the Performance of the Proposed Scheme With
the Baseline Schemes
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
scheme with the baseline schemes presented in Section V-B.
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Fig. 4. CDF of the normalized user throughput of all UTs in the network for
UMa scenario, α = 2 and R̄min = 0.

In Fig. 4, we show the CDF of the normalized time-average
UT throughput for all schemes. Normalization is performed by
dividing the user throughput over the total downlink bandwidth,
which is 10 MHz. In all schemes, α-fair scheduler is used
with fairness exponent of α = 2 (cf. Section III). To facilitate
the comparison, we define the normalized cell-edge and cellcenter user throughputs as the 5th and the 95th percentiles of
the normalized user throughputs, respectively. It is clear from
the figure that reuse-1 has the worst cell-edge performance
(0.0323 bit/sec/Hz) as compared to the other three schemes,
due to the excessive interference experienced at the cell-edge.
Reuse-3, PFR, dynamic FFR, optimum FFR, and the proposed scheme achieve normalized cell-edge user throughputs
of 0.0391, 0.0417, 0.0412, 0.0435, and 0.0430 bit/sec/Hz, respectively. However, reuse-3, PFR, dynamic FFR, and optimum
FFR improve the cell-edge performance at the expense of
reducing the overall throughput, especially for UTs close to the
cell-center. For example, the 95th percentile achieved by reuse3, PFR, dynamic FFR, and optimum FFR are 0.108, 0.136,
0.107, and 0.125 bit/sec/Hz, respectively, as compared to 0.156
and 0.154 bit/sec/Hz achieved by reuse-1 and the proposed
scheme, respectively. Interestingly, the proposed scheme combines the advantages of all schemes, as it provides high celledge and cell-center throughputs simultaneously. In addition
to the improvement in cell-center and cell-edge throughputs,
the proposed scheme also outperforms the other schemes in
terms of the normalized median throughput (50th percentile).
Indeed, the gain achieved by the proposed scheme increases for
higher fairness exponent, α, or higher R̄min , as we will see
shortly.
To further examine the performance of the different schemes,
we show in Fig. 5 the normalized cell-edge user throughput
and the normalized aggregate sector throughput for all schemes
and for different minimum average rate requirements R̄min ,
assuming proportional-fair scheduler, i.e., α = 1. As expected,
the general trend for all schemes is that as R̄min increases, the
sector throughput decreases and the cell-edge user throughput increases. For high R̄min , we observe that reuse-3, PFR,
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Fig. 5. Normalized cell-edge throughput versus normalized aggregate sector throughput for different schemes, for α = 1 and R̄min ∈ {0, 0.02, 0.03,
0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07}.

Fig. 6. Normalized cell-edge throughput versus normalized aggregate sector throughput for different schemes, for R̄min = 0 and α ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.50,
0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

optimum FFR, dynamic FFR, and the proposed scheme have
significantly higher cell-edge throughput than reuse-1. On the
other hand, for small R̄min it is clear that reuse-3, PFR, dynamic
FFR, and optimum FFR incur significant loss in the aggregate
sector throughput as compared to reuse-1. Interestingly, the
proposed scheme performs very well in both the cell-edge and
the sector throughput as compared to all other schemes for all
values of R̄min . We also plot similar tradeoff curves in Fig. 6 by
varying the fairness exponent α and fixing R̄min = 0, similar to
[40]. Again, the proposed scheme outperforms other schemes
in both the cell-edge and the aggregate sector throughput.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we take a closer look at the gains achieved
by the different schemes as compared to reuse-1. In Fig. 7,
we plot the gains in cell-edge throughput achieved for a given
aggregate sector throughput. The gain in cell-edge throughput
for a particular scheme for a given sector throughput x is given
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Fig. 7. Gain (%) in cell-edge throughput versus aggregate sector throughput,
as compared to reuse-1.

Fig. 9. Outage probability versus R̄min , which is defined as the probability that
the average UT throughput less than R̄min .

FFR, and at least 6 times less than those for reuse-1, reuse-3,
and dynamic FFR.
C. Comparing the Complexity of the Proposed Scheme With
the Baseline Schemes

Fig. 8. Gain (%) in sector throughput versus cell-edge throughput, as compared to reuse-1.

CellEdge

(x)−CellEdge

(x)

scheme
reuse1
by Gainscheme (x) =
· 100%, where
CellEdgereuse1 (x)
CellEdgescheme (x) is the cell-edge throughput achieved by a
particular scheme at sector throughput x, which can be obtained
from the tradeoff curves given in Fig. 5. For a wide range
of aggregate sector throughput, the proposed scheme achieves
large gains (50% to 60%). Dynamic FFR, optimum FFR, and
the proposed scheme lose some of the gain if it is executed
every 10 sub-frames (as expected for any dynamic scheme);
however, the gains for the proposed scheme are consistently
better than the other schemes. Similarly, we plot the gains in
aggregate sector throughput for a given cell-edge throughput
in Fig. 8. The proposed scheme achieves consistently higher
gains in aggregate sector throughput than the other schemes,
especially for high cell-edge throughput.
In Fig. 9, we plot the outage probability, which is defined
as the probability of having the average UT throughput less
than R̄min for different schemes. It is clear from the figure
that the proposed scheme achieves much lower outage probability as compared to other schemes. For example, at R̄min =
0.05 bits/sec/Hz, the proposed scheme has an outage probability that is at least 3.5 times less than those for PFR and optimum

By analyzing the dynamic FFR algorithm in [9] and the
optimum FFR algorithm in [39], we obtained the computational complexity and the rate of message exchange required
to execute both algorithms. Due to space limitation, we only
summarize the final result in Table V. In terms of computational
complexity, it can be seen from Table V that the proposed
algorithm scales better (worse) than dynamic and optimum FFR
as N or K (M (k) ) increases. In terms of the rate of message
exchange, the proposed scheme scales better than dynamic and
optimum FFR as M (k) increases, while optimum FFR scales
best as N increases.
D. Statistics of the Average Number of Blanked RBs
In Fig. 10, we plot the probability mass function of the
average number of blanked RBs per sector for different fairness
exponents. The proposed scheme has the flexibility to change
the distribution of the blanked resources according to the desired fairness level. As α increases, cell-edge users become
more important and thus more resources need to be blanked,
and vice versa. The figure shows also that the proposed scheme
acts as reuse-1 (no blanking) and reuse-3 (2/3 of RBs are
blanking) with very small probabilities.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we tackled the problem of distributed multicell resource allocations with blanking where the objective is to
maximize the weighted sum-rate. This problem is known to be
strongly NP-hard problem; nevertheless, we demonstrated that
this problem can be tightly relaxed to a linear programming
problem in a dominant interference environment, in which
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN THE P ROPOSED D ISTRIBUTED S CHEME , DYNAMIC FFR, AND O PTIMUM FFR,
IN T ERMS OF C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY AND R ATE OF M ESSAGE E XCHANGE R EQUIRED

(k̃)

(k,k̃)

k̃ = arg max In Hm,n , then the exact SINR expression given
k̃∈K̃(k)

by (1) can be written as
(k,k)

(k)

PC Hm,n



Γm,n =

∑
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(k,k̃)
 (k,k̃ )
Hm,n −Ink̃ Hm,n −
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Fig. 10. Probability mass function of the average number of blanked RBs per
sector (the total number of RBs is 50).

PC
for each user the received power from each interferer is significantly greater than the aggregate received power from all
other weaker interferers. Using linear relaxation, we proposed
a polynomial-time distributed algorithm that is not only guaranteed to be tight for dominant interference environment, but
which also computes an upper bound on the optimality gap. The
proposed scheme is developed using the primal-decomposition
method, which is utilized to decompose the problem into a master problem and multiple subproblems. The master problem is
solved iteratively using the projected-subgradient method. We
reveal that each subproblem has a network flow structure which
makes it amenable to powerful MCNF algorithms and thus
results in significant reduction in the computational complexity.
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme achieves high
gain in aggregate throughout, cell-edge throughput, and outage
probability, as compared to reuse-1, reuse-3, partial frequency
reuse, dynamic fractional frequency reuse, and optimum fractional frequency reuse. An interesting extension to this work is
to use the decomposition algorithms proposed in [41] to devise
distributed ICIC algorithms.

PC Hm,n



≥

∑



(k,k̃)
 (k,k̃ )
Hm,n − Ink̃ Hm,n

,

(33)

+ PN

k̃=k

where the right-hand side of the inequality is the bound
given by (8). From the previous expression, if the bound
(k)
is
⎛ increased by Δ, then ⎞Γm,n will increase by Δ ×
⎜
⎝1 +

K
(k̃) (k,k̃)
In Hm,n
∑
k̃=1,k̃=k,k̃=k̃
K
(k̃)
(k,k̃)
PC ∑ (1−In )Hm,n +PN
k̃=1,k̃=k

PC

⎟
(k)
⎠, i.e., Γm,n will increase by at

least Δ.

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
We proceed by proving that C ⊆ C and C ⊆ C. To prove
(k,k̃)
that C ⊆ C , we assume that ym,n ∈ C and deduce that
(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

(k)

ym,n ∈ C . Since ∑k̃∈K̃(k) ym,n ≤ 1 and ym,n ≤ xm,n , then
(k,k̃)

(k)

(k,k̃)

(k)

∑k̃∈K̃(k) ym,n ≤ xm,n . Moreover, since ym,n ≤ xm,n , then
(k)

(k)

(k,k̃)

(k)

(k)

(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

M
M
∑M
m=1 ym,n ≤ ∑m=1 xm,n ≤ 1. Since ∑m=1 ym,n ≤ 1, ym,n ≤
(k)
(k̃)
(k,k̃)
(k,
k̃)
(k̃)
In , and ym,n ∈ {0, 1}, then ∑M
m=1 ym,n ≤ In . Consequently,
(k,k̃)

A PPENDIX A
O N THE T IGHTNESS OF THE B OUND G IVEN IN (8)
In this appendix, we show that the SINR bound given
by (8) is tight in the sense if the bound is increased by
Δ, then the actual SINR will increase by at least Δ. Let

ym,n ∈ C , which means that C ⊆ C .
(k,k̃)

Similarly, to show that C ⊆ C, we assume that ym,n ∈
(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

(k)

C and deduce that ym,n ∈ C. Since ∑k̃∈K̃(k) ym,n ≤ xm,n
(k)

(k,k̃)

(k,k̃)

(k)

and xm,n , ym,n ∈ {0, 1}, then ym,n ≤ xm,n . Moreover, since
M (k)

(k,k̃)

(k̃)

(k)

(k,k̃)

(k)

(k,k̃)

∑m=1 ym,n ≤ In and In , ym,n ∈ {0, 1}, then ∑M
m=1 ym,n ≤ 1
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(k,k̃)

(k̃)

(k,k̃)

which means that ym,n ≤ In . Hence, ym,n ∈ C which means
that C ⊆ C.

[4]
[5]

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1

[6]

We start by categorizing the constraints of the relaxed version
of (18) into two groups: non-bounding constraints, which are
given by (18b)–(18d), and bounding constraints, which are
given by (19) (relaxed version of (18e)). It is easy to see that the
number of variables that assume optimal binary values is equal
to the number of bounding inequality constraints that are active
at the optimal, i.e., inequalities that are satisfied with equalities
at the optimal.
We now note that the optimal solution of a linear program
lies on one or more vertices. For a linear program with Nvar variables, a vertex is characterized by Nvar equalities or active in
equalities. Let Nnon
-bounding denote the number of non-bounding
equality or active inequality constraints at the optimum, and

denote the number of active bounding inequality
let Nbounding
constraints at the optimum. Hence, we can write the following:
⇒
⇒

Nvar

Nbounding

Nbounding



= Nbounding
+ Nnon
-bounding

= Nvar − Nnon-bounding

≥ Nvar − sup(Nnon
-bounding )
K
= (K̃ + 1) ∑k=1 M (k) + K



K
− K + ∑k=1 M (k) + K̃

= ∑k=1 K̃(M (k) − 1),
K

K̃(M̄ − 1)
· 100%,
(K̃ + 1)M̄ + 1

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]
[15]

(34)

where the supremum is found by assuming that all nonbounding constraints are active. Thus, the percentage of optimal
variables of the relaxed version of (18) that assume binary
values can be bounded as


K̃ ∑Kk=1 M (k) − 1
· 100%
Pbinary ≥
(K̃ + 1) ∑Kk=1 M (k) + K
=

[7]

[16]

[17]
[18]
[19]

(35)

[20]

where M̄ is the average number of UTs per sector, i.e., M̄ =
1 K
(k)
K ∑k=1 M .

[21]
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